Meeting held at Mandurah on Tuesday, 17 September 2019

WEATHER: Fine      TRACK: Good      KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.15pm
Stewards: Mr C Kerr, Miss E Alessandrino, Mr N Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Wu
Veterinary Assistant: Miss G Murphy
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 3 BETTY’S BEACH (28.4kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 1, 2 & 3 DHUFISH (16/9), Race 5 SCHMICK AS (17/9), Race 11 NIPPER HOOK (17/9)
Illness: Race 2 BONBIE FUN (16/9)
Ineligible: Race 7 KING TONY (17/9), Race 9 SHINBONER PRIDE (16/9)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 1 & 3 DIABLO STAR (17/9)
Transferred: Race 7 VIKING VINCE (17/9)
SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R71 - Race 7 MY BRO REGIS x 1 Solo
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 6 SCOOTALOO, Race 7 ATLANTIC LI, Race 7 DARK BEYOND

Race 1 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (1) - Maiden - 6:08 PM
YUNDERUP SNOW, ABSOLUTELY LOMAR & DURAMAX began quickly. DOUBLE BASS began slowly. MINE NOT YOURS & HIP HOP FUN collided soon after the start. YUNDERUP SNOW & ABSOLUTELY LOMAR collided soon after the start. YUNDERUP SNOW & ABSOLUTELY LOMAR collided on the first turn. PINK ANGEL checked off the heels of HIP HOP FUN on the first turn. SHINBONER STAR raced wide on the home turn. PINK ANGEL faded in the home straight.

PINK ANGEL was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 2 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (2) - Maiden - 6:28 PM
TWIX MONELLI began quickly. HE’S MY MAC & DIABLO STAR began slowly. RESURGENCE MAC & MINI BOSS collided soon after the start. RESURGENCE MAC galloped on the heels of MINI BOSS and shifted out and collided with HE’S MY MAC. LITTLE KICKS checked off the heels of TWIX MONELLI on the first turn. RESURGENCE MAC & HE’S MY MAC collided on the first turn. WHERE’S BENJI & TWIX MONELLI collided on the first turn. WHERE’S BENJI & TWIX MONELLI collided on the home turn. HE’S MY MAC checked off the heels of DIABLO STAR on the home turn.

Race 3 - Maiden/Provincial/490 - Maiden - 6:52 PM
LIL MARMALADE, WEST ON BATTERY, RUSTY JACKHAMMER & EVONNE’S GOT SOX began quickly. FEARLESS FRANK began slowly. WEST ON BATTERY & RUSTY JACKHAMMER collided soon after the start. WEST ON BATTERY, RUSTY JACKHAMMER & BETTY’S BEACH collided soon after the start, WEST ON BATTERY & BETTY’S BEACH lost ground. FOOLED’S TORQUE & FEARLESS FRANK collided soon after the start. BETTY’S BEACH & FOOLED’S TORQUE collided on the first turn. WEST ON BATTERY checked off the heels of RUSTY JACKHAMMER and collided with FEARLESS FRANK on the first turn. RUSTY JACKHAMMER & EVONNE’S GOT SOX collided on the first turn. RUSTY JACKHAMMER checked off the heels of HIGH TENSILE collided approaching the home turn. RUSTY JACKHAMMER checked off the heels of HIGH TENSILE in the home straight. RUSTY JACKHAMMER checked off the heels of LIL MARMALADE in the home straight.

LIL MARMALADE was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 4 - Novice/Provincial/405 (1) - Novice - 7:11 PM
CHEYENNE GUNDI, SHINBONER GLORY, OXLEY MISSILE & LEILANI’S LAD began quickly. AMELIA’S GOT & VEGAS FUN began slowly. WEST ON TINY & SUNSET FIASCO collided soon after the start. WEST ON TINY & SUNSET FIASCO collided on the first turn, WEST ON TINY lost ground. OXLEY MISSILE galloped on the heels of VEGAS FUN on the first turn, stumbled and lost ground on the first turn. SHINBONER GLORY checked off the heels of OXLEY MISSILE on the home turn. SHINBONER GLORY raced wide in the home straight.
Race 5 - Open Masters (Final)/Provincial/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:32 PM
HARLAN ROCKS, SKYLAB, TENNESSEE FIRE & CONSTANT RAMA began quickly. DYNA GAVIN began slowly. SKYLAB & TENNESSEE FIRE collided on the first turn. SCOTT KEEPING & SKYLAB collided on the first turn. SKYLAB stumbled lost ground and tailed off. SCOTT KEEPING, TENNESSEE FIRE & CONSTANT RAMA raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that SKYLAB had a Right - Hindleg - Gracilus M. Injury (Back M.) and has been stood down for 28 days.

Race 6 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 7:57 PM
AUTUMN FALL, SOMETHING & ANY TIPS JIM began quickly. ENIGMA BOY began slowly. SOMETHING & LAID BACK ALBERT collided soon after the start, both lost ground. SKETCHY KIRKS checked off the heels of AMAZING FUN on the second turn. SCOOTALOO checked off the heels of ANY TIPS JIM on the home turn. SOMETHING checked off the heels of ENIGMA BOY on the home turn. SOMETHING & LAID BACK ALBERT shifted out and raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 7 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:17 PM
DARK BEYOND, EZI PICK, DANCE AWAY & ATLANTIC Li began quickly. AEORPLANE BARNEY began slowly. EZI PICK & DANCE AWAY collided soon after the start. MY BRO REGIS stumbled, lost ground and tailed off soon after the start and under R71 has been placed on a Solo Satisfactory Trial. EZI PICK & DANCE AWAY collided approaching the first turn. EZI PICK, DANCE AWAY & PERFECT ZUMA collided several times approaching the first turn. EZI PICK galloped on the heels of DANCE AWAY on the first turn. EZI PICK, DANCE AWAY & PERFECT ZUMA collided on the first turn, all lost ground. AEORPLANE BARNEY & DANCE AWAY collided on the first turn.

MY BRO REGIS was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 8 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 8:36 PM
HELLO DARCEY, SUNSET MOO MOO & NEON began quickly. WAKANDA & HELLO I'M LETTY began slowly. WAKANDA & HELLO I'M LETTY collided soon after the start. HELLO DARCEY & SUNSET MOO MOO collided on the first turn, SUNSET MOO MOO lost ground. HELLO DARCEY & RUNNING ON GAS collided approaching the home turn. SUNSET MOO MOO & HELLO I'M LETTY collided on the home turn. WISE UP checked off the heels of MAUDE MONELLI in the home straight.

Race 9 - Novice/Provincial/405 (2) - Novice - 8:54 PM
GLOBAL EVENT & WHAT A CRUISER began quickly. SKETCHY SOLO & PYJAMAS began slowly. HEAVENLY MISS & SUNSET INFERNO collided on the first turn. SKETCHY SOLO checked off the heels of HEAVENLY MISS on the first turn. HEAVENLY MISS & SUNSET INFERNO collided on the first turn, SUNSET INFERNO lost ground. WHAT A CRUISER & PYJAMAS collided on the home turn. GLOBAL EVENT, WHAT A CRUISER & PYJAMAS collided on the home turn. HEAVENLY MISS & SKETCHY SOLO collided approaching the winning post.

Race 10 - Novice/Provincial/405 (3) - Novice - 9:16 PM
SPOOKIE CHARM & DIAMOND GEORGE began quickly. ME OLE CHINA & WINLOCK ORIGIN began slowly. CRUNCHIE MONELLI & CHICAGO NIGHTS collided soon after the start. CHICAGO NIGHTS lost ground. DIAMOND GEORGE checked off the heels of SPOOKIE CHARM on the first turn. CRUNCHIE MONELLI checked off the heels of DIAMOND GEORGE on the first turn. CRUNCHIE MONELLI checked off the heels of ME OLE CHINA on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 11 - Mixed 5/6/Country/302 - Mixed 5/6 - 9:34 PM
UNO LOZZA & SANDY LOCH began quickly. MUNDI MARKS began slowly. STAN'S GIRL & FOXEY LEXUS collided soon after the start. STAN'S GIRL checked off the heels of FOXEY LEXUS on the first turn. MARBLES MONELLI checked off the heels of MUNDI MARKS on the first turn. MARBLES MONELLI raced wide on the first turn. UNO LOZZA & SANDY LOCH collided on the home turn. MUNDI MARKS & JAX'S GIANT collided on the home turn.

Race 12 - Grade 5/Provincial/490 - Grade 5 - 9:56 PM
NO ADDED SUGAR & RAPPA FLASH began quickly. ORTEGA CITY & DYNA DOM collided on the first turn, ORTEGA CITY lost ground. ORTEGA CITY & LAPTOP GURU collided on the first turn, ORTEGO CITY stumbled and lost ground due to injury. LAPTOP GURU & BOOMERING collided on the first turn. BOOMERING galloped on the heels of RAPPA FLASH on the second turn. NO ADDED SUGAR & DYNA DOM collided on the second turn. BOOMERING checked off the heels of RAPPA FLASH on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that ORTEGA CITY had a Right - Hindleg - Gracilis M. Injury (Back M.) and has been stood down for 28 days.

FINAL.